
Skill

c ,c++ ,c# ,JavaScript

MATLAB

Project Management

3d and Whiteboard Animation

Communication Skills

Profile

Experience

Education

Awards

MUHAMMAD ABUBAKAR
Ful l  Stack  .NET Developer

+923207478209 https://muhammadabubakarportfolio.surge.sh/muhammadabubakarstu@gmail.com

 

Gidsols

SofticEra

Preply

Up work , Fiverr 

.NET Intern

.NET Developer

 Tutoring Computer  Science

Freelancing

Gained great knowledge in the whole software development life cycle by working
with experienced engineers to design and create a web application for a retailer.

in the full software development

Assisted senior developers in the design and development of a
web application for a retail company, gaining valuable experience

complex theories

my tutorials apart is the emphasis on practical learning. I believe in
the power of hands-on exercises to solidify your understanding of

Selling services as a .Net Developer on Upwork

Air Base Inter College, Sargodha

University Of Agriculture , Faisalabad

Bachelor of Computer  Science

Intermediate In  Computer Science

Completed in 2019

Dec 2022 | Lablab.ai by Cohere

May 2023 | Lablab.ai by Cohere

Semantic Search AI Hackathon

AI21 Labs Hackathon

Certifications

SCRUM Study,VMEdu®
Scrum Fundamentals Certified

Scrum Fundamentals Certified' course is tailored to help anyone interested to know
more about Scrum; learn about key concepts in Scrum as defined in the SBOK® Guide

DigiSkills.PK
SEO (SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION)

It  empowers a business to rank higher in search engine results which helps in
reaching a wider audience. Humans are inquisitive in nature and they search for
answers all the time.

  

A Student with good communication skills having multi-tasking strengths and always
tries to learn new things.

Abubakarstu muhammadabubakar-dotnetdeveloper

Completed in 2023

Feb 2023 - April 2023

M a r c h 2 0 2 1 - J u l y 2 0 2 1

2023 – Present

2022 - Present

Dec 2022

Dec 2021



Language

English : Proficient / C 1

Urdu : Native

Final Year Project

Stress Classification System using EEG signals

It will take the EEG report of the person and predict his / her stress status

It will be a Machine Learning based system to predict the stress / non-stress state of a
person using brain Electroencephalography (EEG) signals.

Projects

SMS Automation Using Microsoft Phone Link App

5. in multiple sending we need Table that will display list of customers that message has
been delivered.

1. Individual sending per phone number
2. Multiple sending to list of phone numbers
3. Message box in winform that the sending of message is successful, failed, sending.
4. Status display that message is sending.

Warehouse Management Software ( Asp.net / Winform )
Developed an integrated warehouse management and point-of-sale (POS) system for
efficient inventory tracking and seamless customer transactions as a semester project

3D Animation For MEUS Fitness App  (Google PlayStore Ad)
Create captivating 3D animations to promote the MEUS Fitness App on the Google
PlayStore, engaging potential users with dynamic visuals and conveying its features and
benefits effectively




